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FOR MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2020 PC VERSION



Since Thrustmaster has been involved with flightsim, for over 30 years now, 
we’ve been responding to the needs of the community. In order to keep on 
doing so and continue to innovate in this world that we absolutely love, we 
wanted to be able to have a private space where we could test things out, 
experiment, brainstorm… and have a lot of fun while we’re at it, too.
Well, fasten your seatbelts — that dream has now become reality. 
We’ve been having such a blast with this development and the ideas that have 
come out of it so far, that we said to ourselves: why not share all this with the 
community that’s so important to us?
So here’s our gift to you: the Beta version, to celebrate an extraordinary year 
thanks to you, thanks to our committed and close-knit communities, thanks 
to some great game developers, and thanks to our exciting new products.

This island — the Thrustmaster i-LAND — gives us an amazing opportunity 
to imagine our future, with tons of intriguing ideas for events, products and 
challenges. We’re hoping that this will serve as a starting point for us to be 
able to share our ideas with you: it’s a glimpse of the initial stages of what 
we’re planning for the 30 years ahead! This early version that we’re making 
available to you has been designed for the PC version of Microsoft Flight 
Simulator 2020.

TCA airlines

  EXTERIOR INSPECTION

/ Wheel chocks
/ L/G doors
/ APU area

/// Check in place
/// Check pos.L/G doors
/// Check

  preliminary cockpit prep

/ ENG masters
/ ENG mode sel
/ L/G lever
/ Wipers
/ BAT
/ EXT PWR
/ APU fire
/ APU

/// Check OFF
/// Check norm
/// Check down
/// OFF
/// Check/Auto
/// ON 
/// Check/Test
/// Start
/// AS RQRD



We’ll be unveiling the 
schedule for the first 

Thrustmaster i-LAND events 
in March 2022… 
so stay tuned!

Don’t forget to take screenshots or videos 
of what you’re up to, and post them on 
our Thrustmaster Official DISCORD => 

«THRUSTMASTER-I-LAND 
#screenshots-from-the-i-land channel».

It’ll be our pleasure to share them 
with the community, or take up the 

challenge.

DOWNLOAD OUR ISLAND FOR FREE 
(http://urlr.me/tRwd3), AND SHARE 
IT WITH LOTS OF FLIGHTSIM FANS!

Also, be sure to pass along a
ny 

requests or comments regardin
g this 

Beta version 

=> Thrustmaster Official DISC
ORD 

=> THRUSTMASTER-I-LAND channe
l.

----------------------------

ALL CHECKLISTS COMPLETED, 

READY FOR DEPARTURE!



A lot of interesting spots are 
hidden, for some cool challenges.
In short: HAVE FUN!

Here’s the map, along with 

a few hints to help you discover 

the different worlds to be 

explored in the PC version of 

Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020.



 AIRPORTS
&  AERODROMES

1 Millennium International Airport - TMFL 
2 North Bay Aerodrome - TMNB 
3 Cliff-hanger Regional - TMCG 
4 Canine Heights - TMCH 
5 TM Lake 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

MILLENNIUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TMFL



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

MILLENNIUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TMFL



Approach Runway 10

Approach Runway 18

AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

MILLENNIUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TMFL



Approach Runway 36

AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

MILLENNIUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TMFL



Approach Runway 28

AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

MILLENNIUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TMFL



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

NORTH BAY AERODROME - TMNB



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

NORTH BAY AERODROME - TMNB 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

NORTH BAY AERODROME - TMNB 

Approach Runway 03

Approach Runway 21



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

CLIFF-HANGER REGIONAL - TMCG 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

CLIFF-HANGER REGIONAL - TMCG 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

CANINE HEIGHTS - TMCH 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

CANINE HEIGHTS - TMCH 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

CANINE HEIGHTS - TMCH 

Approach Runway 09



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

TM LAKE 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

TM LAKE



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

TM LAKE

Est Approach TM Lake 



 OTHER POINTS 
OF INTEREST 

1 TM Peak  
2 Hog’s corridor  
3 Hog’s Ear Lake  
4 Ballsout Canyon  
5 Tower City  
6 Wind park



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

TM PEAK 

TM PEAK



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

HOG’S CORRIDOR 

HOG’S CORRIDOR



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

HOG’S CORRIDOR 



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

HOG’S EAR LAKE

HOG’S EAR LAKE



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

HOG’S EAR LAKE



BALLSOUT CANYON

OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

BALLSOUT CANYON   



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

BALLSOUT CANYON   



TOWER CITY

AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

TOWER CITY 



AIRPORTS & AERODROMES

TOWER CITY 



WIND PARK

OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

WIND PARK  



OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST

WIND PARK  



CHALLENGES
1 Canyon Cessna 172 
2 Land on a beach (propeller aircraft) 
3 Land and take-off at TM Lake with a TBM 
4  Land at North Bay Aerodrome with a  

Cessna Longitude       
5 Discover the hidden landing strip 



CHALLENGE 1

CANYON CESSNA 172

Position  
Southeast end of Hog Ear’s Lake.  

Description
The canyon is a tricky corridor to go through; 
however, with the right aircraft and the right strategy, 
it can be achieved. The challenge starts high up the 
eastern mountain, at the southeast end of the Hog 
Ear’s Lake, and ends at the bottom end of the canyon, 
through the yellow ring.   
For this first challenge, start with the sturdy and 
trustworthy Cessna C172 at the high-altitude lake 
with live weather.     

Instructor’s tips
Remember that time is not key for now, but speed is! 
High speeds give a large turning circle, and low speed 
a small one. Watch out for the stalls in tight turns!   

GOING FURTHER:
For added challenge, try mixing up 
the aircraft; the faster the aircraft, 
the most difficult it gets!  

Challenge difficulty

EASY MEDIUM HARD NEVER MANAGED
TO SUCCEED 



CHALLENGE 2

LAND ON A BEACH  
(PROPELLER AIRCRAFT) 

Position  
Anywhere on the Thrustmaster i-LAND.  

Description
Either for training for an engine failure, to get quicker to the 
beach, or simply to show off your piloting skills, this challenge 
is made for you. The aim is to chose a beach and land on it. The 
choice will be key for this challenge!  
For this challenge, start off with any single engine piston aircraft 
anywhere on the i-Land with live weather.     

Instructor’s tips
Choose your beach wisely, as it will make or break your success! 
Its width, length, angle to the sea and curvature will all play a 
major role. A good low-altitude scan will help you make the 
right decision.   

GOING FURTHER:
For added challenge, choose shorter and curved 
beaches. You can also try larger and heavier 
planes if you’re courageous enough!    

Challenge difficulty

EASY MEDIUM HARD NEVER MANAGED
TO SUCCEED 



CHALLENGE 3

LAND AND TAKE-OFF AT TM LAKE 
WITH A TBM 

GOING FURTHER:
If you succeed, you can offer to bring more of 
the VIP’s friends and family members and add 
them in the weight and balance report.  

Position  
TM Lake, north of the i-LAND. 

Description
Our mission this time is to bring a VIP to his favourite unwinding 
place in the world, the TM Lake. Unfortunately, the neighbouring 
airport is till work in progress, you’ll have to land his plane right in the 
crater!   
For this challenge, you’ll have to use the VIP’s aircraft, a fancy TBM 
930 in live weather condition.  

Instructor’s tips
This approach will be challenging, you will have to take the wind’s 
force and direction into account to choose your approach path. 
Remember, a long and stable approach is the best way to a precise 
and comfortable landing. Don’t forget, it is a VIP!

Challenge difficulty

EASY MEDIUM HARD NEVER MANAGED
TO SUCCEED 



CHALLENGE 4

LAND AT NORTH BAY AERODROME 
WITH A CESSNA LONGITUDE

Position  
North Bay Aerodrome  (RWY03)   

Description
You’re the pilot in command of a Cessna Citation Longitude 
heading for the Thrustmaster i-LAND. Unfortunately, your - 
penny-pinching - chartering company doesn’t want to pay 
the landing and parking fees at the Millennium International 
airport and wants you to end your flight at the North Bay 
Aerodrome.  
For this challenge, you’ll fly the Cessna Citation Longitude at 
the end of your flight from Continental US in live weather.      

Instructor’s tips
This might be tight considering the aircraft and its 
manoeuvrability. Speed will therefore be once again key in 
the approach. Too high speed and you won’t be able to stop 
before the end of the runway; to low speed and you might 
not have enough elevator and  aileron control, or even stall.   GOING FURTHER:

Looking for a proper challeng
e? Try it on the 

opposite runway (RWY21). The 
approach path and 

energy managing will be key t
o your success!    

Challenge difficulty

EASY MEDIUM HARD NEVER MANAGED
TO SUCCEED 



CHALLENGE 5

DISCOVER THE HIDDEN LANDING STRIP 

Description
Looking for a place to land out of sight and away from prying eyes? Need a 
place to unload a secret passenger? Or some undisclosed freight? We have 
the place for you! We obviously won’t be sharing the position, nor any reviling 
picture except this one. When you find it, you’re welcome to land anytime, 
just make sure you’re not followed. If you must mention it, its name is Donut 
Talkaboutit.  

And remember…
DONUT TALKABOUTIT.

Challenge difficulty

EASY MEDIUM HARD NEVER MANAGED
TO SUCCEED 



HOW TO MEET ON 
THRUSTMASTER 
i-LAND? 

You need to act as if you are in MFS 2020. 

But if it is the first time for your teamates .  

Ask them to download our secret Thrustmaster i-LAND 

add-on through the special page : 

http://web.thrustmaster.com/cn/aplfq/Thrustmaster i-LAND 

------------
IT IS FREE! 
------------
 Then give them the code of the airport in the  

Thrustmaster i-LAND you want to meet . 

That’s all folks! 

HAVE FUN!



CHART OF OFFICIAL RECORDS FROM 
THRUSTMASTER TEAM 

TAKE IT EASY! 
We do what we can but we are proud of ourselves!  But we want to be even more proud of you!  Take the challenges to beat us, 
it is our pleasure!  Here is the table – have fun and do not forget to record yours on our Thrustmaster official Discord server

Pilots's tag 
Challenge 

name
Challenge’s 

origine
Challenge 

type 
Aircraft Clouds Wind Achievement Proof

Date of 
achievement

Sully06 Holiday Trees Thrustmaster Find them all N/A N/A N/A 4 found pictures  14/12/2021 

Thrustmaster’s 
CFI

TMNB RWY 21 Thrustmaster Approach Cessna Longitude OVC 2300 250° @ 12 Kts Success video 07/11/2021 

jean-Kevin from 
brooklin

Canyon Thrustmaster Precision Cessna C172 None Vrb 2kts Success none 02/07/2021 

Vanessa Gretta 
Winston

Canyon upward Thrustmaster Precision and 
speed

Xtra 330 FEW 5400 080° @ 16 Kts G26 Success in 2:45 none 30/09/2021 

Thrustmaster’s 
CFI

 Canine to Canine, 
N to S

Thrustmaster Speed Eurofighter SCT 2400 350° @ 25 Kts G39 00:23 Video 12/02/2021 

Thrustmaster’s 
CFI

TMFL to TMCG Thrustmaster Speed and 
Approach

Cessna Grand 
Caravan 

BKN 0800 260° @ 12 Kts 04:49 none  11/02/2021 

marie-pierre_
du_78

land away Donut Thrustmaster Approach A320 CAVOK 040° @ 15 Kts Success Pictures  16/07/2021 

Your TAG Your Challenge Community YOUR PLANE Your success Your proof DD/MM/2021

Challenge Type :  
4 CHOICES 
• Find them all 
• Approach 
• Precision 
• Speed 
The 3 last ones  
are mixable

NONE FEW SCT BKN OVC

YOUR
CHALLENGE 

HERE



YOUR OWN 
CHALLENGES : 
HOW TO RECORD?
You want to share with us some of your incredible times 
or challenges you have done on the Thrustmaster i-LAND? 

EASY!

Name it wisely and discribe it 
for the others.2

3

Record your challenge
from the beginning to the end . 1

Post it all in one of our Discords’ 
THRUSTMASTER-I-LAND Rooms.



WISHING LIST: 
HOW TO TELL US? 
 > New ideas for the Thrustmaster i-LAND? 
 > Challenges? 
 > Crazy landings? 
 > New approaches? 
 > Need new stuff? 
 > Thinking out of the box => unframed => What’s the next step?

GO FOR IT! 
WE ARE READY 
(ALMOST ;)) 

Post your wishes in one of ou
r 

Discords’ THRUSTMASTER-I-LAND
 Rooms.


